“From the first rays of spring sunshine to the last long sultry days of summer, there’s nothing better for the body and soul than time spent outdoors. This, my first Outdoor Collection for Century, reflects my Canadian roots and attitude towards outdoor living where the season is fleeting and every moment spent outdoors is one meant to be savored and lived to the fullest!

When I think of outdoor living I envision the beauty, comfort and everyday elegance of my interiors blended perfectly with the outdoors. In fact, I see this collection as one that looks, feels and functions as beautifully in the garden, patio or terrace as the living, family or sun room. These pieces are designed to migrate indoors and out not based on the season but on your own personal needs and whims.

You will see in this collection the soul of the past reinvented in a casually contemporary way that emphasizes comfort and function. Classic architectural motifs are stylized and modernized to bring a fresh yet familiar character to occasional and dining tables. Seating features lines and silhouettes that are edited and refined yet deliciously comfortable. Jewel like accent pieces rendered with unique finishes, textures and fabrications bring an element of unexpected luxury. The end result? A collection that is fresh yet familiar, current yet timeless and designed with function, durability, and practicality at the forefront.

My goal with this collection is to provide the essential ingredients to live as luxurious and comfortable a life outdoors as one does indoors – no matter what the season!”
OASIS SEATING – “Oasis blends classically contemporary styling and uncompromising comfort with the practicality and versatility of fully removable slip overs. The cover’s couture inspired lace-up detailing is designed to create a tailored and fitted look while facilitating easy removal that ensures fuss-free entertaining and lounging.”

Seating available in Oasis:

D36-14 Oasis Lounge Chair
W 37.5   D 40   H 34
D36-14SC Slip Cover

D36-16 Oasis Swivel Lounge Chair
37.5W x 40D x 34H
D36-16SC Slip Cover

D36-31 Oasis Ottoman
W 28.75   D 28.75   H 18
D36-31SC Slip Cover

*Also available:
D36-22 Oasis Sofa
W 88   D 40   H 34
D36-22SC Slip Cover
LUNA SEATING – “The warmth of teak inset with the subtle texture of woven resin wicker combine beautifully and seamlessly in the Luna seating collection. The graceful leg detail makes a stunning composition either face to face or when placed side by side in multiples. Careful attention to comfort and top-quality craftsmanship ensure long, leisurely days and nights on the patio.”
PALLADIAN CHAIR – “I simply love traditional design when it's reinterpreted simply. The refined, clean lines of Palladian's teak frame puts the focus on its elegantly detailed back – a stylized and modern metal take on architectural grille work.”

PALLADIAN TABLE COLLECTION – “The Palladian table collection speaks to my love of all things pretty AND practical. The marriage of warm teak with my signature metal fretwork reflects a casual elegance while the versatility of multiple surfaces addresses everyday functional needs. Whether it's display, storage or serving food and drinks, the Palladian table collection does it all – in style!”
TROVE BENCH – “Every space needs a little something unexpected. For this collection, it’s the concrete Trove bench. Designed to look exactly like a diamond tufted leather bench, it can happily live outdoors in any weather.”

CRESCENT TABLE – “Part table, part stool, part puzzle sculpture, Crescent can be used alone or in multiples. Its size makes it easy to move around your patio, creating different patterns as your mood or needs dictate.”

HALO SIDE TABLE – “Antique brass and croc-embossed concrete bring unexpected glam-rock luxury to the outdoors. Designed as the perfect pull up partner to sofas and chairs, Halo’s versatile cheeky-chic style makes it a patio essential.”
ORION DINING – “I love the versatility that pedestal tables afford where no matter how many guests are seated, no one has to maneuver awkwardly around a table leg. It also puts emphasis on the table base. With its contemporary take on a traditional garden urn and rendered in a soft iron finish, Orion’s attention is well deserved.”

ORION DINING TABLE (NATURAL TEAK TOP) – “A perfectly sized teak top – great as a single in smaller spaces or as two pushed together to create a double pedestal table when entertaining a crowd.”

ORION DINING TABLE (GLINT CAST CONCRETE TOP) – “The round shape of this durable cast concrete top promotes socializing and conversation; rendered in my signature finish ‘Glint’ that’s sure to start it. A middle ground between warm and cool metallics, this ‘non-committal’ finish is a welcome and easy companion to any patio setting.”
Candice Olson, renowned as a leading style and design professional, is one of America’s most sought-after designer brands.

An authentic and working designer since her early 20’s, Olson established her own interior design firm more than a decade ago. Considered “the one to watch…” by the NY Times, Olson has imparted her unique design style on a diverse array of residential and commercial projects.

In early 2002, Olson launched her #1-rated TV show – “Divine Design.” Eight years later, with the launch of her new show “Candice Tells All,” Candice remains to be television’s preeminent designer – known by millions of TV viewers for her signature style and trademark sense of humor. The Candice Olson television business now includes over 785 shows and is broadcast syndicated in over 75 countries around the world.

Candice is also the author of six different design books which have sold a combined total of over 1,000,000 copies.

As the namesake and creator of beautiful product including furniture, area rugs, lighting, wall-paper, bedding and bath, and fabrics, professionals and consumers alike will immediately see that the designs are sophisticated yet accessible and simultaneously classic and contemporary.

“The collections I have created embody my signature fusion of traditional form, scale and proportions with the simplistic beauty and crispness of modern design. The marriage of contrasts – old and new, minimal and adorned, sleek and lustrous – delivers a look that is current yet timeless, fresh yet familiar.”
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